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This invention relates to auxiliary soles, and more par 
ticularly to soles for covering caulks found on loggers' 
caulk boots, golf shoes, and other special shoes. 
The primary object of the invention is to provide an 

auxiliary sole that can be worn over caulked boots and 
shoes protecting the surface upon which the wearer walks, 
such as floor surfaces; and further to protect the caulks 
from being worn unduly while not being used for the 
purpose intended. 
A further object of this invention is to provide quick 

detachable means for attaching the auxiliary sole to the 
soles of regular shoes, particularly caulked boots. 
A still further object of the invention is to provide an 

auxiliary sole that can be worn as a slipper directly on 
the foot taking the place of other forms of slippers and 
the like. 
A further object of the invention is the provision of 

an auxiliary resilient sole that can be worn for its cushion 
ing action while standing on concrete floors and the like. 

Another object of the invention is the provision of 
an auxiliary sole that can be worn on regular boots or 
shoes as an insulating medium protecting the wearer from 
electrical shocks or the like. 
A still further object of the invention is the provision 

of an auxiliary sole that can be particularly applied to 
regular boots or shoes for protecting the wearer from 
wet or cold when walking over wet or cold surfaces. 

Other objects and advantages will become apparent 
in the following specification when considered in the light 
of the attached drawings, in which: 

Figure 1 is a perspective view of a conventional boot 
having the invention secured thereto. 

Figure 2 is a plan view of the auxiliary sole removed 
from the shoe. 

Figure 3 is an enlarged vertical sectional view through 
the auxiliary sole, taken on the line 3-3 of Figure 2, 
looking in the direction indicated, and including the bot 
tom portion of the boot. 

Figure 4 is a bottom plan view of the auxiliary sole. 
Figure 5 is a side elevation of the auxiliary sole, par 

tially broken away and in section for convenience of 
illustration. 

Figure 6 is a perspective view of a bridle unit for 
inter-connecting the fastening bands or laces about the 
foot of the wearer. 

Figure 7 is an end elevation of the bridle shown in 
Figure 6. 

Figure 8 is a plan view of the bridle, partially broken 
away and in section illustrating how the fastening bands 
or laces are threaded therethrough. 

Figure 9 is a perspective view of a slightly modified 
bridle for securing the laces or bands together. 

Referring now to the drawings in detail wherein like 
reference numerals indicate like parts throughout the sev 
eral figures, the reference numeral S indicates generally 
a one piece auxiliary sole shaped to conform to the sole 
of the boot B to which it is to be applied. The material 
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from which this sole S is made could be a relativel 
rigid material, or it could be made of a semi-flexible 
material, but it should be waterproof to prevent mois 
ture from reaching the bottom of the sole of the boot 
B when being worn in lieu of rubbers. In most cases 
this sole S would be made of a non-skid material to pre 
vent slipping. 
The preferred form of the invention is constructed 

with the sole S having on its upper surface V-grooves 15 
running transversely thereof adapted to receive the caulks 
16 of loggers boots B or the like. Longitudinal reinforc 
ing ribs 17 extend lengthwise of the sole S to reinforce 
the same to provide a balance for the material removed 
from the grooves 15. - - - 

Laces 18, preferably of a flexible material, are employed 
to secure the auxiliary sole S to the boot B of the wearer, 
as best illustrated in Figures 1, 2 and 3. Openings 19 
are formed adjacent the outer rim 20 of the sole S through 
which the laces 18 are threaded at a slight angle to the 
sole S to avoid contacting the sole of the boot B. Grooves 
19A are formed between the holes 19 on the bottom 
of the sole S to embed the laces 18, as best illustrated in 
Figures 3 and 4. 
A brace member 21 extends upwardly from the aux 

iliary sole S adjacent each opening 19 to tend to prevent 
the lace 18 from coming inwardly in the way of the boot 
B when placing the boot B on top of the sole S. 

Referring to Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9, the bridle 22 has 
a hook 23 for receiving the loop 24 of the lace 18 while 
openings 25, 26 and 27 are adapted to receive the ends 
28 and 29 of the laces 18 in the following manner. The 
laces 18 are threaded through the opening 27 from op 
posite directions. They are reversed on themselves at 
30, passing back through the openings 25 and 26 causing 
them to bind within these openings 25 and 26 and against 
one another at 31. This makes a simple device for hold 
ing the ends of the laces 18 in an adjusted position, and 
as stated above these laces are preferably of a resilient 
material so as to put a constant tension on the same 
when threaded through the bridle 22. 
The forward loops 32 and 33 are connected together 

by the bridle 34, as best illustrated in Figure 1. Re 
ferring to Figure 2 particularly, the position of the laces 
18 before placing them over the top of the boot B will 
spread away from the sole S by the action of the up 
wardly extending braces 21 so that the boot B of the 
wearer can be placed on the auxiliary sole S without be 
ing bothered by the laces 18 falling over onto the sole 
S in the way of the boot B being placed thereon. 

It will be noted particularly in Figure 1 that when 
the laces 18 are adjusted within the bridles 22 and 34 
to the proper tension, the laces 18 can be easily removed 
from over the boot B of the wearer by simply unhooking 
them out of the hooks 23 of the bridles 22 and 34 leaving 
the bridles 22 and 34 in an adjusted position. 
The auxiliary soles S are well adapted to be worn, 

as Stated above, by loggers wearing caulked boots, any 
one desiring to eliminate the use of rubbers, used as 
slippers and in fact the uses of these auxiliary soles S 
are practically unlimited, but they are primarily intended 
to be worn with caulk boots wherein the floors are to 
be protected from the same, also to protect the caulks 
from injury from cement sidewalks and the like. 

Having thus described the preferred embodiments of 
the invention, it should be understood that numerous 
other modifications and structural adaptations may be 
resorted to without departing from the scope of the ap 
pended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An auxiliary sole attachment for shoes comprising 

a sheet of semi-resilient material, a roughened surface 
on the upper side of said sheet for engagement with a 
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shoe sole, a loop of resilient cord having the opposite 
ends thereof secured to one side of the toe portion of 
said attachment, a second loop of resilient cord having 
the opposite end portions thereof secured to the side of 
the toe portion of said attachment opposite said first loop, 
a bridle block detachably secured to one of said loops, 
a hook formed on said bridle block for detachably en 
gaging the other of said loops, said first and second loops 
being secured together by said bridle block over the toe 
portion of a shoe, a third loop having the opposite end 
portions secured to the arch and heel portions respec 
tively of one side of said attachment, a fourth loop hav 
ing the opposite end portions secured to the arch and heel 
portions respectively of the opposite side of said sole 
attachment to said third loop, a bridle block detachably 
Secured to one of said third and fourth loops, and a hook 
formed on said last named bridle block for detachably 
engaging the other of said third and fourth loops, said 
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third and fourth loops being secured together by said 
bridle block over the mid portion of the shoe to which 
the sole is attached. 

2. A device as claimed in claim 1 wherein said first 
and third loops are continuous and laced through open 
ings in said sole. 
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